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Restaurants get taste of local produce
By Anne Moss
S1AIF

WRITER

■ Area restaurants add a little bit
Of local flavor to their favorite
recipes.
It turns out that a number of
local restaurants utilize the vast
amount of neigh boring farmland.
Fruits, vegetables and meats from
local farmers are included in the
ingredients for menu choices of
Bowling Green restaurants.
The Aztec receives its produce
from Gordon Food Services, a
major national produce distributor.
John Niederkohr, general manager at,The Aztec, said that even
though its produce may not be
local they do buy specialty breads
from the Buggy Whip Bakery in
Bowling Green.
"I found that from buying it
locally there is better quality and it
is more authentic," Niederkohr
said.
lohn Rightmyer, owner of
(unction Bar and Grill, gets the
restaurant's
produce
from
VinChar Produce, a Bowling
Green company.
'When there was the Farmer's
Market I would buy vegetables
from there and that would be our
vri'i'i.ible of the dav: but that
closed down," said Rightmyer.
VinChar Produce Company
delivers wholesale produce out of
Bowling Green to local restaurants.
"In the summer time we definitely use local farmers, when the
fruits and vegetables are in season," said Vince Zeleniak. owner
ol VinChar Produce Co.
VinChar gels tomatoes, cherry

tomatoes and com mostly from
local farmers, but the season is
short.
"There is only a two- to threemonth growing season, and we're
in business everyday, we're at the
mercy of a short season," Zeleniak
said.
However, Zeleniak says that
there are not too many farmers he
can rely on.
"They may have something
one day and not the next,"
Zeleniak said.
If this happens then VinChar
gets some of its produce from the
west coast and Cleveland, which
Zeleniak labels the food basket of
the world.
VinChar is a small family business. It provides produce to about
35 to 40 local restaurants from
Bowling Green to Findlay.
One of VinChar's customers is
SamB's located downtown.
Sandy Daum, SamB's general
manager, said they tried to order
produce from a larger chain, but
ended up buying locally.
"Wc prefer the local company,
it is more personal and although it
may cost more it is better quality,"
Daum said.
About every two months
SamB's features a rare and exotic
dish including ostrich that comes
from PemberviUe.
"It was a total accident how I
found the ostrich." Daum said. "I
was discussing the possible menu
item to a friend and it turned out
that she knew someone that had a
farm in Pembervillc that tended
ostrich. And now it appears on
our menu about every two

Associated Press Photo

FARMING: Two-year-old Joey Tordai of Elmwood, III., was busy looking for spent ears of corn in the field last Wednesday. Area farmers sell
their produce to local restaurants such as Junction Bar and Grill and Fncker's.

months.".
Another local produce company also delivers to area restaurants like Flicker's.
"We get our produce from Al
Peak and Sons out of Perrysburg,"
said Matt Lucas. Flicker's general

manager. "I am sure that they get
some of their produce from local
farms."
Al Peak and Sons and
Daughters delivers to about 300
restaurants within a 50 mile
radius It gets most of its produce

from California and Florida but
does utilize local farms.
"We find that local farmers offer
excellent quality produce al good
prices," said CharlenePuhl.secretary.
They mosdy ouy tomatoes and

Mother's child-porn photo case dismissed
THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

F.LYRIA. Ohio — Charges were
dismissed as promised Monday
in the case of a mother who took
pictures of her 8-year-old daughter in the shower that prosecutors
claimed were lewd.
Cynthia Stewart. 48. of Oberlin,
had avoided trial by agreeing to
undergo counseling for six
months and to give up the pictures to be destroyed.
She had faced as many as 16
years in prison if convicted of illegal use of a child in nudity-oriented material and pandering sexually oriented material. The pictures, taken in the summer of
1999, showed her daughter rins-

ing off her genital area with a
shower spray.
Stewart, who has taken thousands of snapshots of her daughter, had acknowledged that two
pictures could be interpreted as
sexually oriented. But she said
they were not intended to be and
were never meant for use outside
the family.
The free speech case attracted
attention from around the country and criticism from the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Ohio. People donated more than
$40,000 for Stewart's defense.
Lofain County Prosecutor
Gregory White said he would pursue any similar case in the same

way.

"I don't think she intended to
create the pictures she did," White
said.
"She was very naive about the
circumstances that exist in the
world" in terms of Internet
pornography, White said. "I do
what 1 think is right. I do not react
to criticism."
Stewart had to complete counseling on adolescent sexuality and
show that she understands what
constitutes sexually oriented
material.
Stewart was not required to be
at Monday's hearing when
Common Pleas Judge Edward
Zaleski dismissed the charges and

could not be reached to comment on the action. A telephone
message was left at her home.
Her lawyer, Amy Wirtz, said
Stewart agreed to have the photos
destroyed but wanted people to
know that "she finds the destruction of her pictures reprehensible
and unnecessary."
Destroying the pictures "came
with the package, and she understands that she can't back out of
the deal she entered into," Wirtz
said.
Stewart was charged after a
Mansfield photography lab alerted police to the pictures.
Wirtz said Stewart wants photo

"She (Cynthia
Stewart) was very
naive about the circumstances that
exist in the world."

By (aura King
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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RAMALLAH, West Bank —
Israeli troops rolled out tanks in a
show of force and sent helicopter
gunships aloft Monday to battle
Palestinians wielding rocks and
automatic rifles, as riots raged
through the West Bank and Gaza
Strip,
leaving scarcely a
Palestinian town or village
untouched.
The spiraling violence, now in
its fifth day, has killed at least 51
people and injured more than
1.000, nearly all the casualties
Palestinian, and left hopes for a
Mideast peace accord in tatters.
Both sides acknowledged that
talking peace was becoming
untenable with a full-scale war
being waged in the streets.
Even as pleas for restraint
poured in from around the world,
the climbing casualty count
fueled Palestinian fury and
spurred revenge attacks against
Israeli civilians, particularly
Jewish settlers.
On the road to the Jewish settlement of Ariel in the West Bank, a
24-year-old Israeli was shot and
killed — reportedly when he
stopped to change a tire. A school
bus on its way to the Jewish settlement of Shiloh came under fire,
but no one was injured.

Fighting also boiled over into
Arab towns in Israel proper, rattling the nerves of Israelis who
have long feared an intefadeh, or
uprising, by Arab citizens of the
lewish state. Eight Israeli Arabs
were kiUed in Monday's clashes
alone.
Police and Arab rioters fought a
three-hour battle in the aUeyways
of the Israeli towri of Akko. Rioters
trashed shops in the Israeli Arab
town of Nazareth, lesus' boyhood
home. In the coastal city of Haifa
— often cited as a model of harmonious coexistence of lews and
Muslims — Israeli Arabs staged a
general strike in sympathy with
Palestinian brethren.
The Palestinian lands, though,
remained the epicenter of violence, with a shifting bartlefront
that hopscotched from north to
south and back again. In the West
Bank and Gaza, Israeli soldiers
fought dozens of running battles
— many with live ammunition —
with Palestinian youths wielding
stones and firebombs.
Near the West Bank town of
Tulkarem, rioters set ablaze eight
Israeli-owned factories Monday
night, including two making
insect spray. The fire sent clouds
of noxious fumes over the northem West Bank, and Israeli police
said Pal jstinian gunfire prevented

pumpkins from the area, and
cantaloupe from Indiana, but
they also run into problems with
the growing season.
"We definitely use what is available to us in this community,"
Zeleniak said.

Conferences
aim to
improve
leadership

GREGORY WHITE, LORAIN COUNTY
PROSECUTOR

labs to establish a clear policy "so
that an innocent person would
not IK.' put through this torture.
She believes there should be
some screening process to protect
children, but it needs to be more
refined.''

Riots rage in West Bank, Gaza Strip; death toll tops 50

SHOOTING: Palestinians look at the place where Mohammed Jamal
Aldura, 12, was killed near the Netzarim settlement crossing Gaza on
Sunday.

www.bgnews.com
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firefighters from reaching the
area.
The detritus of conflict could be
seen everywhere. lagged rocks,
spent shells, and broken glass littered roadways. Black smoke
from piles of burning tires mixed
with a white haze of acrid tear gas.
The wail of Quranic verses from
mosque loudspeakers mingled
with the crackle of gunfire.
Israeli civilians were forbidden
to travel the main thoroughfares
in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
At the isolated Gaza settlement of
Netzarim, the army sent a helicopter to retrieve Israelis who had
been visiting for the lewish New
Year holiday. Army convoys
escorted others out. An Israeli soldier who accompanied an Israeli
gasoline truck driver on a West
Bank delivery was critically
wounded by Palestinian fire and
later died, the army said.
The growing use of heavy combat weapons by Israel contributed
to the phenomenon of mass
casualties from a single incident.
Near Netzarim. the firing of one
antitank missile into a building
injured 35 Palestinians, hospital
officials said.
Israel has not fired from battle
tanks at rioters, but has deployed

By Ben Schart
SIAFF WRITER

As students are walking
through campus, there are hundreds of flyers and posters plastered on walls trying to grab tiieir
attention. They scream out at students to get involved with campus
organizations. Students interested in leading or gettiog involved in
the campus community have
many avenues available to them.
The Office of Campus
Involvement has been advertising
leadership workshops all over
campus with large orange and
brown posters. The workshops
aim to improve individual leadership qualities and awareness of
campus organizations.
Workshops are open to all students, whether they hold a leadership position or just want to be a
part
of
the. discussion.
Refreshments are served and the
atmosphere is relaxed and interactive.
Audience members are asked
what they want to learn from the
discussion at each session. The
facilitator brainstorms with the
audience to see what points are of
most interest and tries to fit the
needs of the crowd.
With this flexible forum, large
crowds make for a better interaction between students with multiple ideas being shared.
Pete Lafferty is the coordinator
of leadership development and
community service for the Office
of Campus Involvement. He
recruits facilitators for the workshops and sets up a basic outline
for each session.
Lafferty leaves the agenda to the
speaker, but says that most of the
ideas discussed are based on student feedback. He said the workshops are, "very interactive, and
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Religious war wreaks havoc
FIGHTING, FROM PAGE 1
them near the West Bank towns of
Ramallah and Nablus, scene of
some of the worst fighting, to
intimidate its foes. Helicopter
gunships hovered over the fighting in Nablus. Near Netzarim, the
gunshiiis opened fire.
While the Israelis have overwhelming military superiority,
Palestinians have ratcheted up
the firepower as well.
During the 1987-92 uprising
that eventually culminated in the
start of the peace process,
Palestinians were armed with little more than makeshift weapons
of stones and slingshots. Now the
territories are awash in guns,
including automatic weapons
carried by Palestinian police, who
at times have joined in the fighting, turning their fire on Israeli
troops.
Although the vast majority of

Palestinian rioters wield only
stones and bottles, sophisticated
arms such as sniper rides and
automatic weapons have increasingly come into play. Some fighters protect themselves with flak
jackets.
The street battle were sparked
by a visit last weekby Ariel Sharon,
the leader of the hard-line opposi turn Likud party, to a Jerusalem
shrine revered by both Muslims
and Jews that is at the center of
the deadlock in Mideast peace
talks.
On both sides of the IsraeliPalestinian divide, airwaves were
dominated by nonstop battle bulletins, and rhetoric from both
sides reflected a growing public
sense that events had moved to a
war footing
Prime Minister Ehud Barak,
who traveled into the West Bank
to hold a news conference near
Ramallah, was asked if the peace

process could move ahead while
the fighting went on at this level.
"Clearly not for long," the former general replied.
Faisal Husseini, the top
Palestinian official for lerusalem
affairs, said that to restore calm,
the Israeli army would have to
pull out of "all areas that were
occupied during the incidents" of
recent days.
In Nablus, a pair of young
Palestinian rioters — hands covered with the dust of stones they
had hurled all day — said the risk
of death or injury meant little to
them.
One of them, a 20-year-old factory worker who refused to give
his name, said after years of
Israeli-Palestinian negotiations,
"nothing was achieved."
Associated Press Ptnto
"When we throw stones, when
we attack the Israelis, it is better VIOLENCE: A Palestinian youth ducks bullets as Israli soldiers fire past a smoke curtain during clashes
in the West Bank town of Ramallah Saturday. The violence followed Friday's Israeli storming of a major
than negotiations," he said.
Muslim shrine in Jerusalem in which six Palestinians were killed.

Celebrities making impact in communities
Workshops offer
practical knowledge
1HF. ASSOCIATED PRESS

LEADERSHIP, FROM PAGE 1
informative. Sharing of ideas and
opinions among students is really
key."
The workshops are split into
orange and brown groups. The
orange workshops are on
Tuesday, from 7:30 -9:00 p.m. and
the brown workshops are
Wednesday from 6:00 -7:15 p.m.
in I04Olscamp.
Orange topics are designed for
students to gain practical knowledge they can apply to their organization and their leadership
skills.
This Tuesday's topic is fiscal
responsibility and spending your
money wisely. Rena Murphy, a
doctoral student of higher education and administration will lead

how to develop a budget to how
your organization's goa's fit into
the University climate.
Brown topics are designed to
help students leam about and
develop their personal leadership
style. The topic Wednesday,
embracing diversity, will discuss
how exploring different viewpoints and backgrounds makes
people better leaders. Napoleon
Haney, assistant director with
multicultural and academic initiatives will facilitate the discussion.
According to Murphy, the workshops, "provide an avenue for students to go in and get some extra
training for free," whereas in the
business world, the same workshops would be very costly and
provide the same information.
Leadership workshops are Oct.
3,4,10 and 11. There are plans to
continue them spring semester.
Everyone is welcome to attend,
meet new people and learn more
about their leadership ability.
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Sunday thru Saturday. Oct. 1-7
Community Service Canned
Food Olive
Homecoming
(visit the official Homecoming
Web site: www bgsu.edu/orlices/
alumni)

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Garth
Brooks was a surprise performer
as his longtime producer Allen

with Student
Organization Services

Office of Campus
Involvement
Upcoming Events:

200 recognized student
organizations at BGSU.
The Office of Campus
Involvement offers
A listing of all
organizations, their
officers/advisers and
how to join
Programs and
workshops to help
organizations recruit
members and offer
meaningful programs

Tuesday. Oct. 3
Basic Leadership Workshop: Fiscal
Responsibility
7-9 p.m.. 104 Olscamp Hall
Wednesday. Oct. 4
Community Service Day—
Adopt-a-Block
4:30-8 p.m.

Membership In student
organizations Is part
of BGSU's ultimate

Advanced Leadership Workshop:
Embracing Diversity
5:30-7:30 p.m..
104 Olscamp Hall

educational experience.
It's about time for YOU
to gat Involved with

Saturday. Oct. 7
Homecoming. Be a part ol
Flock Party 2000.
Tent City. Stadium

Leadership Development
Programs.

LOS ANGELES — Game show
host Bob Barker has rescued five
chickens that were part of "Big
Brother."
"The Price Is Right" host and
Nancy Unmet, an animal rights
activist, went to Studio City, the
site of the" Big Brother" house, on
Sunday to collect the chickens,
whose eggs were used by the
show's participants for food.
Barker and Bumct told CBS
they were concerned about the
welfare of the chickens used on
its just-completed show. The network agreed to turn over the
chickens so that they could be
put in a refuge.
GORDON, Neb. — Ted Turner
donated $500 in gratitude to firefighters who helped battle a blaze
on his ranch.
The CNN founder gave the
money to the Gordon Volunteer
Fire Department after the wildfire in July burned about 10,000
acres of his land.
Fire department spokesman
Jerry Larson said ranchers often
donate money or goods after a
large fire.
Turner is one of the nation's
largest landowners, with holdings across the West.

involved
Connect with some of the

VENTURA, Minn. — If a town's
name is a gauge of political sentiment, Gov. Jesse Ventura could be
in trouble.
Last spring St. Augusta
Township renamed itself after the
pro wrestler-turned-govemor.
On Nov. 7, however, the people of
Ventura will decide whether to
keep the new name or pick a different one.
A group opposed to the new
. name circulated a petition calling
for the vote. About 800 people
signed.
"I'm not too crazy about the
governor," said Marcy Heid. "His
views are different than a lot of
us."
St. Augusta, Augsburg and
Neenah are among the names
being considered.

Tuesday. Oct. 10
Basic Leadership workshop
Delegation and Motivation
7-9 p.m . 104 Olscamp Hall

Reynolds was inducted into the
Nashville Songwriters Hall of
Fame.
Also inducted Sunday were
Billy Edd Wheeler, Randy
Goodrum and Mac Davis.
Reynolds, 62, has written hits
such'as "Five O'clock World," "I
Saw Linda Yesterday" and "I
Recall a Gypsy Woman."
Brooks, who has used
Reynolds as producer on all of his
country albums, performed
snippets of "Five O'clock World"
and "I Saw ljnda Yesterday" in
tribute.
Davis wrote such songs as "In
the Ghetto," "Memories" and
"Don't Cry Daddy," all hits for
Elvis Presley. Wheeler wrote
"Coward of the County" for
Kenny Rogers and "The Reverend
Mr. Black" for The Kingston Trio.
Goodrum wrote "You Needed
Me" for Anne Murrav and "Bluei
Than Blue" for Michael Johnson.

JACKSON. Miss. — Gov.
Ronnie Musgrove's 12-year-old
daughter is finding out how she
matches up against the boys.
Carmen Mae Musgrove, who is
5-3 and 115 pounds, is the only
girl on her middle school football
team. She plays comerback and
is on the kickoff team.
"Last week, she took a pretty
hard lick." Musgrove said as he
watched his daughter from the
bleachers. "She jumped right
back up, thankfully."
Coach Torrance Mayfield said
with training and greater size,
Carmen Rae could compete at
the high school level.
"In a contact sport, you wouldn't think a female has the tendencies a male would have. But she
does," Mayfield said.
WORCESTER,
Mass.
—
Michael J. Fox and Elizabeth
Hurley were among the celebrities who played a benefit hockey
game in honor of six firefighters
killed last year in a warehouse
fire.
The game Sunday raised
$200,000, which will be split
between the families of the victims and the Worcester Fire
Department for new equipment.
The event, which also featured
"Party of Five" actor Scott Wolf,

Dtvision o< Student Affaits

204 South Hall • 372-2343
email: lnvoivedObgnet.bgsu.edu

Feb. 12.

NEW YORK — 1-oretta Lynn is
back on tour with a new album
after being out of the spotlight for
more than a decade.
The country star recently
released "Still Country." her first
new work since 1988.
She disappeared from public
life while caring for her late husband, Oliver V "Mooney" Lynn,
whom she wed when she was 13.
He lost both legs to diabetes and
died in 1996 after being bedridden for six years.
Lynn also lost singing partner
Conway Twitty, friend Tammy
Wynette and her oldest son. Jack
Benny Lynn, who drowned in a
river accident.
Lynn is also working on "Still
Woman Enough," a sequel to her
autobiography, "Coal Miner's
Daughter," published in 1976.
"I've lived now and know that I
can write a book and tell the
happy things and the bad
things," she said.

NEW YORK - MemorabiUa
from Hollywood tough guy
James Cagney went on the auction block — and raked in thousands of dollars.
Collectors and fans bought
several mementos of the late
screen legend including his
Medal of Freedom, granted in
1984 by President Reagan, which
netted $45,000 last week.
"I like Cagney's stuff," said
appraiser and coin specialist
Anthony Terranova, who bought
the medal. "He is Americana."
The Oscar that Cagney won for
his role as George M. Cohan in
1942s "Yankee Doodle Dandy"
brought $170,000, less than the
$300,000 it was expected to draw.
An auction official said it was
going back to the Cagney estate.
Money from the sale of the
Oscar went to the James and
Frances Cagney Foundation,
which serves the blind.
Other items auctioned included Frances Qigney's engagement
ring ($30,000), Cagney's 1961
Bentley automobile ($56,000). his
writings ($1,000) and nine movie
scripts ($1,200).
Cagney died in 1986.

communication, it's our goal.
help us achieve it by letting us know what
you think.
wwwJiinews.com
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BLOOMINGTON, Minn. —
An auction of Snoopy statues has
fetched $823,000 to help pay for
memorials to "Peanuts" creator
Charies Schulz.
"Peanuts" fans from across the
country paid S200 each just for
the right to bid on the 40 statues
sold by Sotheby's at the Mali of
America on Sunday.
The statues were among 101
Snoopys created and designed by
local artists that graced St. Paul
this summer as a tribute to the
cartoonist and native son.
At the direction of the Schulz
family, the proceeds will be used
for a permanent bronze sculpture in St. Paul featuring the
"Peanuts" gang an endowed
chair of illustration at the College
of Visual Arts in St. Paul, and
scholarships
to
the Art
Instruction
Schools,
a
Minneapolis correspondence
school where Schulz studied and
taught.
"To see such a welcome from
people, to see the joy on the children's faces running up to
Snoopy, there is nobody, and I'm
certain of this, who would have
had a bigger smile on their face"
than Schulz. said daughter lill
Schulz Transki.
Schulz died of colon cancer on

register to vote.
2000 elections are coming soon.

October 2 -► 8 - 8:45 and 9 - 9:45
October 4 -» 8 - 8:45 and 9 - 9:45
Office of

actor Tim Robbins, "Cheers" star
George Wendt and former
Boston Bruins star Bobby Orr,
was organized by comedian
Denis Leary. Gary's cousin,
Jeremiah Lucey, was one of the
men killed in the Dec. 3 blaze.
The
game
pitted
the
Hollywood Hockey Team against
the Boston Bruins Alumni, but
the teams traded players at halftime and the Bruins edged the
Hollywood stars, 15-14.
The crowd gave a standing
ovation to Fox, who has
Parkinson's disease and played
only in short spurts.
Hurley, Hollywood's assistant
coach, earned a roar from the
crowd when she came onto the
ice in a purple outfit. She
acknowledged that she had never
even watched a hockey game
before.
"1 feel guilty I didn't study
more," she said. "Next time, 1 may
even leam to skate."

October 10-*- 8 - 8:45 and 9-9:45 =r
&>
October 12-» 8 - 8:45 and 9 - 9:45 O
For More
Information Call 372-2840
v
- -***nwB WP"*.^e«
We Hope To See You There!
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Address: 140 East
Wooster, BG-Next to
BW-3's

one* 352-1500
mail:
Onenutiitlon@hotmall.comi

Attention BGSU Faculty, Staff and Students -Let us
help you get the body you've always wanted with
a variety of products from the names you trust;
EAS... MuscleTech... ProLab... SportsPnarma...
CytodyneTechnologles... and many more,
Vilammi JTK) mineral urnirlrw- In mi SI 69

Cytodynr
$6199
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$31.99
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Molesal&kNutrition
retail
Up tO 5
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$4999
$» 99 4 $52 49

Bring in your BGSU
ID and receive
10%OFFvour
purchase. That
includes students,
faculty and staff.

$27 99
' $3499
$1199
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CROSSWORD

What is
this
"Home
coming?"

www.bgnews.com/page3

Oops. I did it again.
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ACROSS
1 Drag
4 Third oaseman
Wade
9 Wooden shoe
14 Graek letter
15 Concur
16 Oieooncen
17 Crowd Ng
18 Base
monotheism
19 Singe. Reese
JO Ooze
22 Approximation
?4 Went wrong
26 Silent
27 Queens address
29 Pea capsule
30 Crues
34 Pub choree
36 Macm4lan or
Wtton
38 Locality
39 Region ol Israel
41 Thedevs
43 J K Garb-aitrrs
•aid
44 High on drugs
46 Sock s end
47 Lairs
48 Sawcuck
49 Widow pan
51 Dada artist Ma>
53 Country on the
Gull of Aden
56 Omnrpreseni
overseer
61 Space starter?
62 Spartan marke!
63 Greek order
65 Also
66 Judges garb
67 Mane col ego
town
68 Proofs ol age,
briefly
69 Wedding VIP
70 Computer geeks
71 Average grade
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J. MICHAEL
BESTUL
Under the Hal
Once again, Homecoming has
snuck up behind me, clubbed me
on the head and pinched me on
the ass.
It happens every year. I wake up
one morning, and the world
•seems different. Everyone is
cheerful, everyone is beautiful
and everyone is hung over.
Agreed, these are commonplace
at BGSU, but they never occur at
the same time.
The tell-tale sign of the coming
of home is the appearance of
campus. As I walk past campus
buildings, I swear there's been a
contagion of graffiti. Formerly
clear windows bear strange and
terrifying insignia
I cover my mouth as I pass by,
hoping that I don't catch the virus.
My skin would not look good in
orange.
I continue on, and I notice that
the buildings aren't the only decorated parts of campus. Chalk
marks were all over the ground,
displaying cryptic messages.
I was slightly confused with the
chalk messages, though, lust last
week, the chalk informed me to
take on the evil of corporate greed
by voting for Nader. Today, these
have been replaced with the
words "Vote for Brynn,"
This confuses me. Who is
Brynn? Hmm. Maybe it's the
Libertarian candidate.
Anyway, Homecoming is upon
us. I really have no concept about
what BGSU Homecoming is. My
only experience was accidentally
stumbling into a "pep rally."
The pep rally was a frightening
event. Students were herded like
sacrificial victims to the event.
In front was a strange display,
forcing all students to pay homage
to a deity known only as the
"school spirit." People had ceremonial paint applied to their face
in order to worship the spirit.
Then, the entire congregation is
forced to burst out in jubilant
chanting. A demon is summoned,
and it calls itself the "mascot."
Students run screaming
Of course, my memory might
be wrong due to all the years of
government experiments. I have
no clue what happens on this
weekend. I'm always across the
state, engaging in forensics.
A cursory glance over the BGSU
website showed me that there is a
pep rally and a day in worship of
the school spirit. There is also a
"Parade Building Party." Does this
mean the buildings get drunk and
march through the campus?
Hoping to shed a little light on
this whole Homecoming thing, I
searched the library for references
to it in history. I found a littleknown, unfilled Shakespeare play
that deals with Hamlet at typical
Homecoming activities. I included an excerpt at the right.
After reading Shakespeare, I
have a new understanding of
Homecoming. If I'm wrong, may
somebody beat me over the head
and pinch me on the ass.

HOMECOMING KING AND QUEEN:
The Peoples' Republic of Page 3,
along with the sovereign
Entertainment section, bring you
another choice in this year's
Homecoming pageant.
We present to you, students of
BGSU, Siegfried and Roy.
They have endearing qualities that
are representative of BGSU. Some
examples include their love of tigers
and their popular Las Vegas act.

1
2
3
4
5
6

As you can see, the corpse of
Anthony Hopkins loves them.

DOWN
Rib
Aquatic mammal
Picnic dessert
Spoiled
Curved rnorrjng
Ground grain
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7 Terrorist poHce
force
8 Punctuation
mark
9 Egypt's Anwar
10 Ajtl a cf mmai
11 Island oft Java
12 Norwegian
capital
13 Comparison
conjunction
21 Vegetable
sprtere
?3 Centers
?5 Actress Ariene
28 Eminent
conductor
30 Rooter
31 Art ot cojnt'«j
32Art__
33 Japaneso drink

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
tor the answer to 51 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key. temporarily located
on this very page.

56 Fishhook leature
57 Stravinsky or
SrkonWy
58 Mongolian desert
59 Engendered
60 Fr jay coal
64 Romaine

direction
50 Red or Yellow
51 Rub out
52 Caruso or
Pavarotti
54 Eat away
55 Hangman s loop

34 Elderly
35
3**
40
42
45

10*00

Shoeslnng
Memory
Elected ones
June 6. 1944
Coastal two

OHIO WEATHER

Tuesday, October 3
So vote Siegfried and Roy. Which on
is King and which is Queen doesn't
realty matter. Either way.

AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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Shakespearean excerpt
Bernardo: What, is Horatio

ACT ONE, SCENE ONE

Bowling Green,
FJsinoreSt.

comer

of

/Francisco at the door. Enter
Bernardo.]

there?
Horatio: A piece of him.
Francisco: I be plastered. 1 bid
thee farewell.

Marcellus: I have entreated
Horatio along with us to watch
the minutes of this night; that if
again this apparition come, he
may approve our eyes and speak
toil
Horatio: Tush, tush, 'twill not
appear.
Bernardo: What, the ghost?
Marcellus: Yes.
Bernardo: 1 was speaking of yonder half-empty keg. The host said
we could have it
Marcellus: To Hades with the
ghost, then.

[Enter Horatio and Manxllus.l
Horatio: Friends to this ground.

[Bernardo exits, re-enters with
kegl

ajreaaaaaB
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Horatio: 'Tis here!
Bernardo: Tis here!
[Marcellus tastes./
Bernardo: Then 'tis of no use to
us.
Horatio: What shall we do with
this keg?
[Manxllus dies.1
1 Portsmouth

Bernardo: The foul brew has
killed our belovec! Marcellus.
Horatio: Then I have an idea Let
us heave the keg into a tree, and
leave it for the squirrels to consume.
[They do sal
[Exit Horatio and Bernardo.]
[Enter Jamison T. Squirrel snaking his fistl
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Jamison T. Squirrel: I'll get you
yet, my pretties.

"A magician pulls rabbits
out of hats. An experimental psychologist pulls
habits out of rats."

Friday

Thursday
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Rain

Rain
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Is it just us, or does Anthony
Hopkins look really bad since
"Mission: Impossible 2"?
Then again, wouldn't anybody?

Snow

THREE-DAY FORECAST

ANACHRONISM

MR. HOPKINS?

Ffcimes

* AModmaPmt

SAY WHAT?

WORD OF THE DAY
Pronunciation:
3 • 'na • krd • "ni • zdm
Function: noun
Etymology: from Greek anami chronos, time.
Data: circa 1646
I: an error in chronology,
especially a chronological
misplacing of persons, events,
objects or customs in regard
to each other-,
2: a person or a thing that is
chronologically out of place:
3: all my history tests.

I
'

Marcellus: Tis stanky!

/Exit Froncisco.1
Bernardo: Who's there?
Francisco: Nay, answer me:
stand, and unfold yourself.
Bernardo: Ay Ziggy Zoomba
Francisco: Bernardo?
Bernardo: He.
Francisco: You come most carefully upon your hour.
Bernardo: Tis now struck two;
the bars are closed, Francisco.
Francisco: Ay. Hold, sir. You sure
you are not an undercover BG
cop?
Bernardo: Shut thy mouth,
because Horatio must soon
enter the scene.
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CLONED COW ON AUCTION BLOCK

www.bgnews.com/opinion

WASHINGTON (AP) — Her chest is broad, her legs and
back straight, and she has "an excellent mammary system." her owner says. Mandy may be one of a kind, but
not for long An exact copy of the champion Holstein
cow will be auctioned this week in what is believed to
be the first time a farm animal has been cloned for
commercial sale.

OPINION

KDITOMAL

Staff debates new abortion pill
With the Food and Drug
Administration's recent approval
of the abortion pill RU 486.
women can now sigh in relief.
No longer does having an abor
tion have to turn into a publicity
spectacle. Women can take the pill
and abort a fetus (up lo seven weeks
old) in the privacy of their own
homes. No one will take down tlieir
license plate numbers No one will
i .ill their families And no one will
make a choice regarding their body,
health and life for them.
Safety, however, is the greatest
benefit of the pill. Rather than a

surgical procedure that can be
painful and sometimes dangerous, the pill will make the abortion easier and safer for the
women who choose to use it.
The pill causes the uterus in a
woman to contract and expel
the fetal tissue, essentially causing tlie woman to have a miscarriage. The idea of being able to
abort a fetus in private and
under their own hand will give
women even greater control
over their bodies.
While many opponents to abortion see the legalization of RU-486

as just another way to end a life, it
can however, be seen as a way to
protect a life—Gloria Fektt of the
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America said in a New York Times
article that die drug Is the "most significant advance in women's reproductive health care since the birth
control pill."
Abortion is legal In many states.
Whether or not the debate continues on the morality of aborting, it Is
still better to encourage and support
any medical procedures that make it
safer and more comfortable for
those involved.

Last Thursday, abortion-rights
advocates cheered as the federal
government approved a new abortion pill.
This new pill will make things
simpler for women as an alternative
to surgery, but it will also makes
their choice to go through with an
abortion that much easier.
Often, abortions take place
because the parents are either
unable or unwilling to care for the
baby.
leaving an abortion takes away
the life of an Innocent child. In any
civilized country, this is known as

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
Less fluff,
more education needed

done, creative imaginings, cooperation, intellectual and spiritual
growth.

When it comes to core values,
it seems that Bowling Green State
University has become a college
working at the level of an elementary education system.
BGSU's core values are, more
specifically, based at a kinder
garten level.
Are we turning into a feel -good
university with a reputation
focused on self-esteem, rather
than hard work and education?
Look at the illustrious core values
— respect, pride in a job well

What in the hell will these do
for us in the job field? I would
love to see the reaction of an
employer when I go to an interview and say that I am qualified
because I learned these values
from BCSU. I don't think I
would get the job.
We need a University based
on values that will help in the
real world — job skills, time
management, hard work, independent thinking, and responsibility. We aren't bashing the
university; we believe the current values are important. We

don't want to attend a feel-good
university, we want a college with
high standards in education.
Lynn Balwinski

Exercise Your Rights
I've been hearing all week
about how 1 should exercise my
right to vote, that I have a responsibility to vote.
Let me tell you right now that
this is the kind of rhetoric that is
destroying our country. We
already have a system that works
for us. a system that keeps us
sated without requiring our
input. Why would we want to
change this? As long as we keep
to ourselves and let our culture
guide us, we have no need to
vote. In fact, we should exercise
our right not to vote!
Remember, we are college stu
dents; politics do not involve us,
laws do not affect us. Don't let
people brainwash you into think
ingyou're something you re not;
Do not let them force you to
think for yourselves1
Don't question — if we question the guidelines and policies
that have been laid out before us,
we could be in for a rough time.
We may see '!iat we care about
censorship, corporate welfare,
the WTO/IME environmental
protection, a woman's right to
choose. We may discover that we
have an opinion. But when we
express our interests in others'
welfare or our own. politicians
are going to assume we have
something to say; people are
going to pay attention to us. If
people pay attention to us. we
will have power. If we have
power, we might destroy our
wonderful world of complacency
and naivete.
So few of us —ages 18to24 —
voted in the last presidential election (32 percent) and the candidates are not interested in what
we think. If we can keep from

210 West Hall I
Bowling Green State University I
BowlingCreen. I

PATRICK
SEWELL
Guest Columnist
voting entirely this time, we'll be
set. Never again must we concern ourselves with silly opinions
because we won't even have the
option of being taken seriously.
SUPPRESS YOUR OPINIONS
AND DO NOT VOTE!

Keep Choices Simple
Now that I have discussed why
we shouldn't vote, let me emphasize the importance of not voting
in this election.
The Democrats and
Republicans have successfully
kept out all other political parties.
Uius keeping our choices limited.
This is nice for those of us who
hate taking the time to see which
candidate best represents our
personal ideologies.
If there are only two choices
and your beliefs aren't supported
by either, then the decision has
already been made for you.
Now there is a third party cai ididate running for office — Ralph
Nader — who poses a threat to
our bipartisan government. He
has been kept out of the debates:
however, he still represents opposition to our options. If we actually voted and voted for a third
party, we may be forced Into having these options.
This is an unnecessary evil;
DESTROY EXTRANEOUS PARTIES AND DO NOT VOTE!
Support Corporations
The way our political system is
set up. political candidates
receive funds from various private interest groups, especially
corporations. This gives those
corporations' undue influence
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over legislation and the political
process. Nader wants to reform
these campaign finance practices
so corporations don't have disproportionate power.
Our world is perfect now and
we shouldn't interfere. It is obvious to me that these corporations
should run our government and
that we should give them power.
Where would we be without the
plastic things that have enhanced
our lives? How would we be
happy? Where would we get our
values if not from corporatesponsored media? Corporations
may be involved in human rights
violations, ecocide, price fixing,
union-busting and other acts,
but at least they have our best
interests at heart. Nader is
another fool who thinks putting
power in the hands of the people
will solve our problems, but we
can stop him. Corporations need
our help to run the world; we
have the power to give it to them.
PRESERVE CORPORATE POWER
AND DO NOT VOTE!
Stay Strong And We Can Do It'
Only one week is left to register
to vote. The most important
thing you can do for yourself and
the nation is not to register.
If you haven't registered, just
sweat out this last week. If you
have registered, hold on to your
apathy through November 7th;
indulge in the opiate of complacency. Suppress the power to stir
the political beast; if we work
together we can still keep this
from happening.
IGNORE YOUR POWER AND
PLEASE DO NOT VOTE
Patrick Sewell can be reached
atsewelp.bgnet.bgsu.edu
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ON THE STREET
If you were an alien,
what kind of alien
would you be? Why?

SUBMISSION POLICY

Demanding common sense

i

HINDENACH,
3S \JI JEFF HINDEN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

While there may be a certain
amount of pain endured during
pregnancy and labor, the pain that
the mother feels pales in comparison to die pain that an aborted chikl
feels as it is being ripped from life
So, be pro-choice. Make your
choice before you crawl into bed
with someone. Make the choice to
use condoms Make the choice to
accept the consequences of your
mistakes
While the pill may make things
simpler, in the long run. the choice
to have an abortion will haunt you
for the rest of your life.

PEOPLE If s time for the

lbalwinski@yahoo.com

The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words .Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arnettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column"

murder Pure and simple.
In many cases, the pregnancy
could have been prevented simply
by using protection. There are
extreme cases such as rape, however, where the pregnancy couldn't be
helped.
In either case, there are options
Most notably, adoption. This way.
the parents can rid themselves of
the child they didn't want, while still
allowing it to live its life, with parents who will love and nurture It.
Abortions are not necessary, and
sliould not take place. The new pill
only promotes abortion.

ADAMJACOBY
JUNIOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED

"I'd like to look exactly like a human so I
could camouflage and
no one would know I
was an alien."

TAMARA WHITE AND
LINDSAY SCHEETZ
JUNIOR/SOPHOMORE
PHYSICAL
THERAPY/EDUCATION

"Siamese aliens so we
could have multiple
boyfriends."

R.J. NIXON
SENIOR
T-COM

"I'd disguise myself as
a shower curtain in
the Sigma Kappa
bathroom.'

CHRIS SCHIEGEL
JUNIOR
MARKETING

"I'd want to be a curling iron."

circus to go

AT ISSUE The Family Circus continues to pester readers with its banal kidisms. Where will it all end?
Something must be done
about The Family Circus.
For at least 30 years, these four
bulb-headed children have been
tottering about in their sphere,
uttering nonsensical one-liners.
Meanwhile, Mommy and Daddy
stmggle to keep from strangling
the children, none of whom —
even after 30 years —even
comes up to their knees.
I had been secretly contemplating this phenomenon for
years, wondering why it hasn't
yet been the subject of a multimillion-dollar government study,
when I finally met someone who
voiced my own concerns.
"I hate The Family Circus." he
griped. "I mean, it's just stupid."
He would know, for there has
never been a more avid reader of
The Family Circus. Every day he
reads the scenario, gripes loudly,
and then explains it bitterly.
"I hate The Family Circus." he
begins
Then he'll describe the scene:
"Dolly and PJ are standing
there, and PJ Ls covering his ears
with his hands. Dolly says, No.
PJ; you cover your mouth with
your hands when you cough."'
Then he rolls his eyes and
looks disgusted for several seconds.
I can understand his exasperation. Back in their early years.
Billy. Dolly and Jefly occasionally
said something funny. But the
end less years of never growing
any taller, never reaching driving
age, drinking age, or becoming
overworked, middle-aged corporate executives have taken their
toll. The Family Circus children
are bitter.
They're also becoming senile.
Mommy and Daddy have
become tired wardens of four
miniature Alzheimer's patients.
After all these years, Billy still cannot manage to run an errand
without running in loops around
the neighborhood, splashing
through both birdbaths and mud
puddles.
It's time Mommy and Daddy
had Billy put on Ritalin and
behavioral charts. He should be
forced to endure the hardships of
the Time-Out Chair. Or maybe he
should be put on a leash
attached to the clothesline in the
backyard, only able to nin
insanely back and forth until dinner.
This would add a real twist to
the grindingry repetitive plot.
Dolly, on the other hand, suf-

MICHELLE

REITER
Asst. Opinion Editor
fers from neurological disorders
that neither the Time-Out Chair
nor clothesline leash will cure.
She would need electric shocks
and a lot of padding. As soon as
Dolly opens her mouth to utter
some saccliarin kidism. Bil Keane
could draw Mommy charging
forward with charged electric
chest pads and jolting her into a
catatonic silence.
Jeffy would need only minor
behavior modification tactics.
Daddy could tell him. "Jerry, one
more word and I'm getting out
the shotgun." A Sunday panel
might show all the places Jefly
visits at top speed while Daddy
stands on the garage roof and
takes arbitrary shots at him.
PJ is a blessing, as he can't talk.
By using body language, he com
11 iui in .ill's that alt hough he has
the ability lo toddle around wearing one-piece pantsuits. his intellectual capacity stops there. He is
obviously autistic, and only
promises to offer fewer prodigious insights than even his sister
and brothers
Poor Mommy and Daddy.
Through it all, they are eternally
patient, and continue doing the
same things year after year, as If it
were normal that they should do
so Surely they have noticed the
repetition; that although the calendar dale changes, thev don't.
Surely they have noticed that
their children are now making
dyslexic references to the
Internet, and echoing cliche
issues of the day with their limited vocabulary.
Bil Keane will eventually retire,
and the bulb-headed children
will be out of work. You'll see pic lures of them in the National
Enquirer begging for pennies on
street corners, their fal little knees
showing through the rags. With
any luck, they'll all become
crackheads.
Mommy and Daddy will give
lectures about how not to raise
toddlers for 30 consecutive years,
and Grandma will go on a shooting spree.
If Bil Keane would only write
me and ask for advice.
Michelle Reiter can be reached
at bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Woman stung by bees 500 times

www.bgnews.com

LAKE FOREST, Calif. (AP)—Bees stung a 77-year-old
woman 500 times while she walked in an Orange
County retirement community Sunday, leaving her in
critical condition. The woman, whose identity was
withheld, was attacked when a hive was disturbed by
workers at Freedom Village retirement community.

NATION
Naked man flees,
leads police on chase
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SUA80N GtNERATS WHINING CAJ*WJ»
Sneki COMUM Cltbon Mcnondt
Associated Press Photo
SMOKING: This undated advertisement, being used by Chester, Va.-based tobacco company, Star Scientific, promotes the sale of Advance
cigarettes. Star Scientific claims the new cigarettes have lower levels of cancer-causing chemicals than regular brands. The product is
being test-marketed in Virginia and Kentucky.

Advance claims new cigarettes are safer
By Mana SanminiatHli
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITtR

RICHMOND, Va — A small
tobacco company is test-marketing in Virginia and Kentucky a
new type of cigarette that it says
has lower levels of one type of
cancer-causing substance than
regular brands.
Star Scientific Inc. said
Monday it plans to expand the
tests of its Advance brand to
other states in a couple of
months.
industry experts are dubious
that reduced-risk cigarettes will
sell among smokers, and they are
particularly skeptical about
Advance because of the company's reluctance to market them as
less dangerous.
In fact, Advance cigarettes
come a warning that begins,

"There is NO such thing as a safe
cigarette," and ends with: "It is
much safer for you to QUIT than
to switch or smoke."
"We're trying to be very, very
careful and as responsible as possible," said Paul L Perito, chairman of the company, based in
suburban Chester.
The company says Advance
cigarettes produce 70 percent
less than leading brands of the
class of cancer-causing toxins
known as tobacco-specific
nitrosamines, orTSNAs. In addition, they come with a charcoal
filter to reduce toxic gases such as
carbon monoxide.
Perito said it is too soon to
claim that Advance cigarettes are
less hazardous. "It will take several years to finalize the research
whereby it can probably be eval-

uated," he said.
That approach led to skepticism by one industry expert,
"It's a bit silly to think that
smokers are going to switch if
you're not going to make a strong
claim, if you can't promote it as
safer," said David Adelman, a
tobacco analyst with Morgan
Stanley Dean Witter.
An expert at the National
Cancer
Institute,
Donald
Shopland, said nitrosamines are
one of about 40 or 50 cancercausing agents in cigarettes.
There is nothing to show whether
reducing one carcinogen alone
would make cigarettes less harmful, he said.
"About switching to this product, we would be able to provide
no advice whatsoever," Shopland
said.

Nitrosamines are formed during the tobacco leaf curing
process, and Star Scientific said it
has a new curing method that
reduces nitrosamine production.
Advance cigarettes are not the
industry's first attempt at lowering nitrosamines in cigarettes.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. is
marketing Eclipse, and Philip
Moms Co. is test-marketing
Accord.
Both
reduce
nitrosamine emissions by using
special heating techniques to
produce smoke without conventional burning.
Star employs about 160 people and manufactures such discount brands as Sport and Vegas.
It is testing Advance at about 30
stores in the Richmond, Va.,
area, and about 35 in and
around Louisville, Ky.

CEDARBURG, Wis. — A bank
robbery suspect being held in leg
irons in a hospital allegedly
grabbed a guard's gun, shot off
his chains and fled in the nude,
leading police on a car and foot
chase that ended with officers
shooting him in his buttocks.
"This was a very dangerous
situation," Police Chief Thomas
Frank said. "We are very fortunate to have him back in custody
and that no one was injured."
The 24-year-old man was
arrested Friday in connection
with the armed robbery of the
M&l Bank at AUenton. His name
was not released because no
charges had been filed as of
Monday, prosecutors said.
He was taken to St. loseph's
Community Hospital in West
Bend for treatment for heroin
withdrawal, but while being
returned from a bathroom on
Sunday he used the needle of his
intravenous medication to
attack the Washington County
sheriff's deputy guarding him,
authorities said. The deputy
wasn't injured.
The man got the deputy's gun
and shot the chain of his leg
restraints to free himself, the

sheriff's department said.
"I've never seen someone be
able to break out of his leg irons,"
Sheriff lack Theusch said.
The man's gown came off as
he fought his way out of the hospital.
Authorities said he then carjacked a Cadillac a few blocks
from the hospital and drove into
adjacent Ozaukee County, where
police chased him through
Cedarburg.
After striking another vehicle
and a railroad crossing signal,
authorities said, the naked man
jumped out of the car on the
lawn of a nursing home, fired a
shot that struck the home, then
ran through the building and out
a back entrance.
As he dashed through a field
behind the nursing home, police
fired a shot that struck him in the
buttocks and arrested him.
He was taken to St. Mary's
llospital-Ozaukee in Mequon.
Washington County District
Attorney Todd Martens said
Monday he was still reviewing
the case and had not yet filed
charges. Ozaukee County
District Attorney Sandy Williams
did not return a call for comment Monday.

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag flying over

the Parliament Building is
an American Flag.
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Education
Abroad Fair

Come learn
about education
abroad
opportunities
throughout
the world
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Bowling Green State University
SatlJIcmiTC Student Services Forum

UA0 Parents of the Year
Essay Contest
Should Your Parents be Parents of the Year?

Tell Us Why!
Write us an essay explaining why
your parents deserve this honor.
Entries must be no more than
2 pages, doubled spaced.
Submit all Entries To:
The Office of
Campus Involvement
204 South Hall

Nominations must be
in by 5:00pm
October 13"

brown

The Winning Parents and their Student will be
Notified the Week of October 16*.
Questions? - Just Call the UAO Offce at 372-2486
Ask for Mindy

Good Luck!!!
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Complaints keep Ameritech's phones ringing
S0CU1F.D PRESS WRITER

CHICAGO — Tom Ramunno
has a long list of complaints
against Ameritech — and he's
sharing them via cell phone.
Ramunno has been waiting so
long for the phone company to
install a new line and two
Internet connections that he's
given up and gone wireless.
"These guys just don't have a
clue as to how to handle the
demand," said Ramunno, a 48year-old consulting director from
the Chicago suburb of Palos Park
who relies on the Internet to
communicate with his office in
Colorado.
Complaints like his have been
piling up in the year since
Chicago-based Ameritech's $74
billion merger with SBC
Communications created the
nation's largest local phone company.
Ameritech promised the union
would mean better service for its
20 million business and residential consumers in Ohio, Illinois,
Indiana,
Wisconsin
and
Michigan. Instead, customers are
waiting longer for new phone
lines and for repairs, leaving regulators in the five states wondering
whether they were sold a bill of
goods.
"They're putting us in a tough
position. 1 think what we're going
to end up having to do is every bit
of authority we can glean... we're
going to have exert on
Ameritech," said Terry HarvLU, a
commissioner with the Illinois
Commerce Commission who
voted against the merger of the
two Baby Bells.
In Ohio, customers have com-

plained to the state that repairs
have taken anywhere from two
weeks to two months. lust under
1,400 Ohio customer complaints
were registered with the state in
September against Ameritech.
In Michigan, it took Ameritech
almost five days on average to
restore phone outages in August.
Illinois customers were waiting
an average of 12 business days —
and sometimes several weeks —
to get new phone service that
same month. Wisconsin regulators say the company is telling
customers it will take anywhere
from 12 to 30 days for new service.
Don Bailey of Columbus, Ohio,
took matters into his own hands
last month when he was told it
would be a week before
Ameritech could make a service
call when all 10 of his business
phone lines went down.
Later in the day, Bailey spotted
Associated Press Photo
an AjTieritech seivice truck on the
street.
SWAMPED IN PAPERWORK: Tina Rotter, office manager at Rubloff Residential Properties in Chicago,
"They were working in a man- holds correspondence she has exchanged with Ameritech. The company has received marry complaints
hole down the street We went
since its merger with San Antonio-based SBC.
down and commandeered one of
Ameritech also announced a ing the company customers and tial growth in retail and wholesale
the guys and told him we had to
six-month
plan to get the vast agents. Ameritech, she said, has customers—causing the current
have service," Bailey said.
crunch, he said.
majority
of
outages repaired done little to help.
The service was restored at the
Regulators from the five
"It's
like
going
to
a
doctor
who
within
24
hours
and
shifted
615
end of the business day, after
Ameritech states joined forces
technicians
front
construction
to
does
not
have
a
bedside
manrepeated
contacts
with
ner," Rotter said. "If someone tells last week to demand better serAmeritech and the phone manu- installation and repair work.
"We've been in business more you you're dying and just walks vice. The company faces state
facturer, he said.
and federal fines if it fails to live
Ameritech blames its prob- than 100 years. We know what it out of the room, it's a little hard to up to its merger conditions.
takes to satisfy customers, and we
swallow."
lems on increased demand and a
Ohio already has ordered
know we're not doing it today,"
Rotter said the problems have
smaller, less experienced work
said David Pacholczyk, an been worse since the SBC merg- Ameritech to spend $8.7 million
force.
to satisfy customer complaints
Ameritech spokesman.
er.
The company replaced its top
Tina Rotter, office manager for
But Pacholczyk called the post- and threatened a $122 million
executive last month and has
promised to add 562 technicians Rubloff Residential Properties in merger timing a coincidence. An fine if service doesn't improve by
to an existing 26,000 in the region Chicago, heartily agrees. She said unexpectedly high number of January 2002. Illinois expects to
by year's end, with another 3,300 her real estate company's phones technicians retired last year as the fine the company $34 million this
are constantly on the blink, cost- company experienced exponen- year because of slow repairs.
planned for next year.

When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job...

Judge to
decide fate
of teen
killer
By Sherri Chum
ASSOCIATED PRESS WHITER

CONYERS, Ga—A teen-ager
entered dual pleas of guilty and
guilty but mentally ill Monday,
in a 1999 school shooting that
left six fellow students wounded.
A judge will consider the
results of mental evaluations on
17-year-old XI. Solomon before
deciding which of the two pleas
to accept.
If the judge accepts the guilty
pleas to all 29 charges, including
aggravated assault, cruelty to
children and weapons violations, Solomon could be sentenced to up to 211 years in
prison.
If the judge accepts the guilty
but-mentally-ill plea, Solomon
would still go to prison but
would receive psychiatric treatment under the care of prison
doctors.
Solomon, then 15, opened
fire with a sawed-off rifle on
hundreds of students in a common area at Heritage High
School in Conyers, about 25
miles east of Atlanta, one
month after the Columbine
High massacre in Colorado.
Witnesses said he appeared to
be aiming below waist level.
He then dropped to his knees
and pointed a .357-caliber
Magnum revolver, first at his
mouth and then at an assistant
principal, but then surrendered
it to the man with a tearful: "Oh,
my God, I'm so scared!"

Md you
know...
There arc
2<?5 ways
to make
change for

Ground

a dollar
Thursday,
in Career Services
Call 372-9294 for
appointment

Offers
♦ Year-Round Position
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs„ 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Paid Training
♦ Advancement Opportunities
♦ Weekly Pay
♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-$9.00
♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days
♦ Great Work-Out

8

$

50
to
$QOO

5 Shifts
to Choose
From
♦ Night
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr
♦ Sunrise
(3:OOam to 8:OOam)
Tues-Sat
$9.00/hr
♦ Day
(2:OOpm to 7:OOpm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
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We're Easy
to Find

F»d Ex Ground
Airport Hwy
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AFRICA
The Reel World" went to Africa.

Now you can tool

I
BCSU

#»
Enter for a chance to win at your
local Council Travel office or at
counciltrovel.com

(7:00pm to 11:30pm)
$8.50/hr

♦ PreieasL
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri

$9.00/hr

We have immediate
openings on the
sunrise mnd twilight
shifts
W

FOR TWO TO

This yeor Ine cast of MTV's

♦ Twilight
Mon-Fri

WIN ATRIP

This trip to Africa is provided by

650 S. Reynolds Road Ground
Toledo, OH '43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

1800-582-3577
Call Today!
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Major automobile company fined thousands
TOKYO — Mitsubishi Motors Corp. was ordered to pay
a $36,975 fine by a Tokyo court Monday ifor hiding
reports of defects in its cars.The widely expected verdict was handed down by the Tokyo District Court
three weeks after the Ministry of Transport accused
Japan's No. 4 automaker of systematically hiding complaints from drivers.

WORLD
Hurricane graces
Yucatan Peninsula
By Lisa MM*.
ASS0CI»IED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

Hostages: Finnish hostages, Risto Vahanen..back left, and Franti Seppo, back center, along with Jesus Miracle Crusade Leader Wilde
Almeda, second from right, and three other crusaders pose with Muslim kidnap leader, Mujib Susukan, with dark glasses, in Jolo.

CHETUMAL,
Mexico
—
Coastal residents of Mexico's
Yucatan peninsula and northeastern Belize fled their homes
Sunday as the dangerous core of
Hurricane Keith came ashore,
bringing strong wind and torrential rain.
Heavy rain and flooding
throughout Central America
caused at least two deaths and
forced hundreds to be evacuated.
Scores abandoned their homes in
coastal Mexico and houses were
toppled in Belize.
The slow-moving storm lost
strength Sunday evening as it
drifted inland, with winds dropping to 115 mph from a high of
135 mph. It was expected to further weaken Monday, according
to the National Hurricane Center.
Forecasters warned of flash
floods and mud slides as heavy

Philippine troops free Christian group
ByJimQomez
• SSOCIMFD PRESS WRIIE R
IOLO, Philippines — In the first
major success of a 17-day rescue
assault, Philippine troops freed a
group of Christian evangelists
Monday after one escaped and
alerted the military.
The escaped evangelist was
taken in a military helicopter and
pointed out the rebels' camp
from the air. The soldiers then
attacked the rebels, who fled after
a brief clash, military chief of staff
(len. Angelo Reyes said.
The recovery of the 12 Rlipino
evangelists, held by Abu Sayyaf
rebels for three months, left five
hostages in guerrilla hands — an
American, three Malaysians and
a Filipino.
The rescue on lolo island was a

welcome success for the military,
which has admitted underestimating the rebels' strength in the
assault that began Sept. 16.
"That is our good news for
today." President loseph Estrada
said. "I think in one more week
we will end this problem."
Evangelist Fernando Solon
slipped away from the rebels
after asking to take a bath Sunday
night and discovering that his
captors were not following him,
officials said. He spent the night
hiding in a mangrove swamp
before locating a group of soldiers Monday morning, they
said.
Solon is the third hostage to
escape from the rebels since
thousands of troops began the
assault. Two French journalists

escaped Sept. 19 while their captors were fleeing from the military.
Many of the evangelists fasted
in captivity, and their leader,
Wilde Almeda, was reportedly in
poor condition. He was earned in
a makeshift chair by his followers
when the rebels traveled through
the jungle.
The Abu Sayyaf faction that
held the evangelists now has no
human shields, giving the military a freer hand to attack.
The military attacked another
rebel faction Monday with howitzers and assault helicopters,
officials said.
The 12 evangelists from the
lesus Miracle Crusade, known as
"prayer warriors," were abducted
July 1 when they visited the rebel
camp to pray for an earlier group

rain fell throughout Mexico's
Yucatan
peninsula,
Belize,
Honduras,
Guatemala
and
Nicaragua, where a rain-swollen
river swept away a 16-year-old
boy Sunday. (> Hi rial-, there evacuated more than 300 people from
low-lying areas.
In El Salvador, a 20-year-old
man drowned in a river Saturday,
officials said.
Hurricane Keith was virtually
stationary Sunday evening centered about 50 miles south-southeast of Chetumal and about 40
miles east-northeast of Belize City.
The Belizean villages of San
Pedro and Caye Caulker were
among the hardest hit, Red Cross
officials said. Winds clocked at 120
mph blew roofs off homes and
demolished makeshift shelters.
"The situation is pretty rough
out there right now," said William
Skeen, director of the Red Cross in
Belize City. "People really are in a
frightened state at this time."

Hey Girls!!!!

of hostages. They were seized
despite their payment of 35 sacks
of rice and $3,000 as an "admission fee."
American hostage leffrev
Schilling of Oakland, Calif., also
was seized when he voluntarily
visited a rebel camp with his
Muslim Filipino wife, a relative of
several rebels.
Military leaders have acknowledged mistakes in the assault:
they expected the Abu Sayyaf
would fight instead of fleeing into
the jungle, and did not foresee
the support the rebels enjoyed on
the predominantly Muslim
island.
Reyes, the chief of staff, said
117 rebels are believed to have
been killed, while four government troops have died.

Recruitment is Tonight!
Come visit the sisters of
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
And see what sisterhood is all about!
Tuesday 10/3
8-8:45 and 9-9:45
and
Wednesday 10/4

.8-8:45 and 9-9:45
See you there!
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AMBASSADORS
bowling

Working at UPS is a great
opportunity. Pius you can have
at least $3,000 paid of your
tuition per year!"

green

$ ' □ * e

university

Looking to join a great campus organization?
University Ambassadors has what you want:
leadership, campus involvement, community service, planning events,
building friendships and having fun all at the same time!

Come see what we're all about!
Join us for a cook out
Wednesday, October 4 7:30 pm ,
at the Mileti Alumni Center, across from Harshman
till ool an application at the cook out and lum them in early

Reminder: deadline for applications is Friday, October 6 at 5:00pm. al Mileti
2000 BGSU graduate promoted
to full-time HR rep.

Large Pizza

ON-CAMPUS THIS TUESDAY 11-5
EDUCATION STEPS
SPEAK WITH BROOKE KAHLE,
. BGSU'S UPS REPRESENTATIVE .

^J

$5

UP TO $23.000 FREE ASSISTANCE FOR COLLEGE!
•
•
•
•
•

$8.50-$9.50/hour
Weekends & holidays off
3-1/2 to 5 hour shifts
FREE benefits
UPS promotes from within

CALL TODAY! 1-419-891-6820
Or Visit www.upsjobs.com

with 1 topping

Carry Out Only
Equal
Op»o<tun«y

353-MEGA(6342)
1616 E Wooster Unit 1

Order 2 & we will deliver Mon-Thur
Order 4 & we will deliver Mon-Sun
Deep Dish $1.00 Extra
Additional Toppings $1.25 each
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SPORTS
BRIEFING
Wings reassign 4

TUESDAY

DETROIT — The Detroit Red
Wings have reassigned four players to their development clubs.
Defensemen Jesse Wallin and
Yan Golubovsky and forward
Marc Rodgers will go to the
Cincinnati Mighty Ducks of the
American Hockey League, the
Red Wings announced Monday.
Forward Steve Brule is headed
to the Manitoba Moose of the
International Hockey League.

The Red Wings open the NHLs
regular season Thursday at
Calgary.

PETE
STELLA
Sports Editor

"GoodStella"

USA good
at almost
everything
in Sydney
97 total medals.
39 gold.
Is there any country on this
planet that can touch the United
States when it comes to athletic
competition?
This was the greatest, allaround domination by any coun try ever in a competition.
I looked forward to the 2000
Summer Olympics as much as
anyone but. like the rest of the
US, my viewing abilities were
crippled by the horrible time
delay and the thrill of watching
the events live was gone.
I really didn't watch much of
the Olympics but the beauty of
the Internet helped me keep up
with the news as it happened,
even though it was the day after.
We as Americans have a lot to
be proud of.
Our men and women went
halfway around the world and
proved the United States is good
in everything; from track and
field, to swimming, to beach volleyball, to men's taekwondo.
The United States brought
some of the greatest American
athletes this country has ever
seen to the 2000 Summer games.
Michael Johnson, Maurice
Green, Marion Jones. Lenny
Krayzclburg, the William's sisters
and Stacy Dragila (just to name a
few of the greats) are masters of
their craft and proved that U.S.
athletics are the best in the world.
Two of the U.S. gold medals I
am the most proud of are the
baseball team defeating Cuba
and Greco-Roman wrestler
Rulon Gardner upsetting the
nearly unbeatable three-time
Olympic champion Alexander
Karelin of Russia.
Imagine what kind of pressure
those athletes were under.
For the baseball team, they
were undefeated until they met
Cuba and were handed a 6-1 loss.
But the team pulled together,
probably knowing that the
chances of facing Cuba in the
finals were very good, and pulled
out a 4-0shutout in the finals. The
gold was the first U.S. Olympic
gold medal since the sport officially entered the games in 1992.
United States manager Tommy
Lasorda. who found Worid Series
giory with the Los Angeles
Dodgers in the 1980s, said winning the gold medal in Sydney
was greater than anything he did
with the Dodgers.
And for Gardner, have you ever
witnessed anything more heartwarming or funnier than a gigan tic man doing cartwheels after
beating a monster of a man. who
hadn't lost in 13 years? I am not a
fan of wrestling but watching the
1 -0 decision was exciting and surprising
The U.S. did. however, struggle
in some sports in which gold
medals were thought have been
easily their grasp.
The men's basketball team,
who in past Olympics have
destroyed the competition and
dominated the sport without a
question or hint of doubt, narrowly got by Lithuania. 85-83 and
also struggled against France. 8575. in the gold medal game.
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CC takes 4th in crowded field
North Carolina is
good to Bowling
Green runners.
By Enca Gamhaccmi
SPORTS Hunts

Coming off a bye week, the
men's cross country team fared
well in North Carolina Saturday.
The Falcons placed fourth out of
15 Division I teams at the 17th
Annual
Greensboro
Cross
Country
Invitational
In
Greensboro, N.C.
South Florida won the meet
with a team total of 19 points.
Four of its runners finished in the
top five individually. Tennessee
came in second with a team total

MKtaeUerfriuMeBGNews

KUTTIN' IT UP: Tom Kutter was
BG's top finisher at the
Greensboro Invitational

of 71 points, followed by Iowa
State with 76 points. The Falcons
had a team total of 92 points,
putting them in fourth place.
This was the first time the
Brown and Orange flew to
Greensboro to compete in this
race. It was a different experience
for the Falcons with some of the
top ranked teams in the nation
there.
Junior Tom Kutter led the way
placing sixth out of 117 runners
overall with a time of 25:39. Only
14 seconds behind Kutter was
freshman Paul Niedzwiecki who
finished in 10th place.
"I feel I did pretty well,"
Niedzwiecki said. "I enjoyed the
experience. The competition was
very good."
Other top finishers for the
Falcons were fourth-year junior
Rob Glatz (26:15, 18th). fourthyear junior Austin ('lupin (26:22.
21st), and fifth-year senior Kreg
Hatfield (27:06,37th).
Niedzwiecki had never been to
North Carolina before. He said
that the meet was a different
experience and that it was different then running in Northern
Ohio
"It was a good course."
Niedzwiecki said. There were a
lot of tight turns. It wasn't open
like the golf courses. It had more
obstacles in it, like stumps and
dips."
Due to all the obstacles on the
course Dave Larson suffered an
injury to his Achilles tenant.

Mich.KH Lehmkil* Bf, Nnr,

GAZING INTO THE DISTANCE: Falcon runner Nolan Fahrer has his eyes set on the finish line.

McKeon canned by Reds
ByloeKay
AP SPORTS WRITER

CINCINNATI
From
Manager of the Year to out the
door.
Jack McKeon took the fall
Monday for the Cincinnati Reds'
disappointing season, fired for
failing to win with a team that
featured Ken Griffey Jr. in center
field.
Griffey's dad, bench coach
Ken ST. . is among those who will
be considered. The Reds will
wait until the playoffs end to see
who's available — Lou Piniella
could become a leading candidate if Seattle lets him go.
"The process is going to be
long and drawn-out," general
manager Jim Bowden said.
"We're going to look at all the
candidates from within and
from outside the organization.
There are some good managers
in the postseason that might be
available."
Even as they let McKeon go,
the Reds conceded that plenty
of miscalculations went into a
season that didnt even come
close to living up to its hype. The
Reds went 85-77 and finished
second in the NL Central
despite a lot of injuries and mid season trades.
"The firing is not to put the
blame on the manager,"
Bowden said in a subdued tone.
"There's enough blame to go
around from the general manager all the way down the organization."
Last February, there was
nothing but praise for the way
Bowden arranged the trade with
Seattle that brought Griffey
home. Demand for tickets was
so brisk that the club had to
install extra phone lines.
The Reds already were build
ing upon a stunning 1999 season — 96 wins and a near-miss
with the playoffs. When Griffey
flew home that February night
for his first appearance as a Red.
a breathless city couldn't wait for
the season to begin.
By the end of June, it was over.
A 9-19 June cost the Reds 10
1/2 games in the standings and
essentially eliminated them

Pirates tell Lamont
to walk the plank
StefferyBaif
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PITTSBURGH
Gene
Lamont's burden was chasing
the St. Louis Cardinals with two
injured starting pitchers and a
third baseman and outfielder
who didn't last the season.
The next manager of the
Pittsburgh Pirates will carry an
even heavier load — the pressure
of fielding a winning team in a
brand-new ballpark.
The Pirates fired Lamont
Monday after the team finished
69-93 and fifth in the National
League Central, 26 games
behind the Cardinals. Lamont
said a second-place finish in
1997 created expectations that
proved impossible to meet.
"It was fantastic the way things
happened, but it was kind of a
mirage, really," he said.
The firing — technically a
decision not to renew Lamont's
four-year contract — had been
nimored since June, despite the
manager's popularity with some
players.
Pirates catcher Jason Kendall

said the folksy Lamont is "like
another Dad with me. I think
everybody in this clubhouse
hates to see him go."
"It's going to be tough." said
Kendall.
Also tough will be meeting
general manager Cam Bonifay's
goal of having more wins than
losses next season, the Pirates'
first at PNC Park.
Owner Kevin McClatchy had
said he wanted to take a winning
team into the ballpark. Before
tne 2000 season began, he said
the Pirates could win 90 games
behind Kendall. Brian Giles and
Kris Benson — a prediction lie
now regrets.
"You will never get another
prediction from me as long as I
live." McClatchy said. "Should I
have said that? Probably not. As
for next year. I will not be in the
prediction business"
Lamont on Monday called 90
wins unrealistic, considering the
loss during the season of starters
Francisco Cordova and Jason
Schmidt to injuries. Benson (1012) was inconsistent.
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SAY GOODBYE: Former Reds' manager Jack McKeon give a curtain call to the fans. Mckeon won't be giving any curtain calls
next year, he was fired yesterday for his underachievements
from
playoff
contention.
Bowden pulled the plug by trading Denny Neagle to the New
York Yankees the day after the
AU-Star game, then sending
Dante Bichette to the Boston
Red Sox in September to save
money.
So, why was McKeon fired?
The Reds figured it was the right
time to make a long-anticipated
move.
When McKeon took over for
Ray Knight during the 1997 sea
son, he was seen as a short-term
fix. He was good with young
players and the Reds were
rebuilding

McKeon's
hands-off
approach worked and the
small-market club was the big
surprise of 1999. losing a playoff
to the New York Mets for the NL
wildcard.
The 69-year-old manager
knew his days were numbered
when the club offered only
another one-year extension
after the season, shortly before
he was honored as the NL
Manager of the Year.
"That was probably a telling
tale right there. It seems like I
always get a job to come in and
help build it up. then It's goodbye." McKeon said.

I
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Wee Forehand: Falcon tennis player Mike Kossoff shows off his
impressive forehand Sunday.
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IOC president says Athens must take "another step forward"
By Stephen WHson
k' SPORIS WRITER
SYDNEY. Australia - Within
hours of calling the Sydney
Games the best ever. IOC president Juan Antonio Samaranch
put Athens on notice to speed
preparations for the 2004
Summer Olympics.
Samaranch said the Greek government needs to do more to
overcome three years of chronic
delays in constniction of venues
and other projects.
"1 think with the new organizing committee things are going
much better," he said in an interview Monday with The Associated
Press. "But we need another step
forward. The cooperation of the
government must be much more
important. The government must
be more involved in the games."
Samaranch warned earlier this
year that the Athens Games were
in danger because of the delays.
Since
then,
Gianna
Angclopoulos-Daskalaki, who led
the Athens bid, was brought back
to run the organizing committee,
and Premier Costas Simitis has
assumed government control
over the games.
But Samaranch said Athens
should go a step further and follow the model of Sydney, where
the head of trie organizing committee was also a government
minister.
Angelopoulos-Oaskalaki has
complained the government has

"These are my last games as IOC president. They could not have
been better. Therefore, I am proud and happy to proclaim that you
have presented to the world the best Olympic Games ever."
JUAN ANTONIO SAMARANCH, IOC PRESIDENT
not done enough to cut through
red tape and must work faster.
Greece's public sector is notorious
for its lack of organization and
slow pace in completing construction works.
"A huge work like the organization and carrying out of the
Olympic Games cannot be done
at the pace of the Greek public
sector," Angelopoulos-Daskalaki
told the Greek daily newspaper
Ethnos.
Government
spokesman
Dimitris Reppas on Monday
denied rumors the flamboyant
head of the Athens Organizing
Committee had threatened to
resign because she was frustrated
with bureaucracy.
The morning after the flame
was extinguished in Sydney,
Samaranch took a few moments
to reflect on the emotions he felt
closing his 10th and last games as
head of the International Olympic
Committee.
"I wasn't sad, but I was emotional," he said. "I had 20 years
behind me as president of the
IOC. I was thinking I was very
lucky I was very lucky the last
games were the best games ever

in Olympic history."
The Hi) vc.ii old Spaniard still
has 9 1/2 months to go before he
hands over to his successor at the
IOC session in Moscow in Jury.
"Until the last day, until the last
minute, I will work as the full president, executive president," he
said.
Samaranch said he expects
there will be a maximum of three
candidates.
The two top contenders are
considered to be Jacques Rogge,
the IOC executive from Belgium
who oversaw the Sydney Games;
and Canada's Dick Pound, who
negotiates Olympic television
rights and heads the World AntiDoping Agency.
Other possible candidates
include Australian IOC vice president Kevan Gosper and South
Korean executive board member
Kim Un-yong.
Samaranch had disappointed
Atlanta in 1996 when he
described the Centennial Games
only as "most exceptional." But he
gave Sydney and Australia the
ultimate accolade at Sunday
night's closing ceremony.
"These are my last games as

IOC president." he said. "They
could not have been better.
Therefore, I am proud and happy
to proclaim that you have presented to the world the best
Olympic Games ever."
Samaranch said Sydney met
the two main conditions he
always sets for the success of the
games: superior organization and
great performances by the home
team. Australia won a national
record 58 medals.
"It's incredible, the fourth country in the medal table, a country of
19 million people," he said. "I
think it's something that helped a
lot the success of the games."
At the opening ceremony two
weeks ago, Samaranch received a
call advising him that his wife of
45 years. Maria Teresa, was gravely ill in Barcelona, Spain. He flew
home the next morning, but she
died before he arrived.
Samaranch returned to Sydney
a few days later for the remainder
of the games, all the while keeping
his emotions to himself.
"It's very personal for me." he
said Monday. "If I have to cry, I
cry."

Associated Press Photo

GOODWILL: IOC President Juan Antonio Samaranch, left, hands
over the Olympic flag to Dimitris L. Avramopoulous, Lord Mayor of
Athens.
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Alls injury leaves Falcons battered
Injuries against Kent
lead to retooling
By Pete Stella
SP0BIS fDltOR
The BG football team's first win
of the season over Kent last
Saturday came with a price
Sophomore tailback Joe Alls left
the game in the first half after
injuring his right knee and ankle,
on the same play
According to BG coach Gary
Blackney, Alls is out for at least
two to three weeks. His loss is
another crippling one for the
Falcons
The loss of Alls opened t he door
for junior (ailliack John Gibson,
who gained 83 yards on 21 carries.
"John Gibson played well."
Blackney said "We are down to
one ninning back. He's going to
have to carry the load for us. We
are down to half a fullback."
Junior fullback Eric Clark
remains sidelined with a broken
right hand and sophomore fullback Craig Jarrett has a "stinger
problem" according to Blackney.
The banged up Falcons had

He also recovered a Sergio
good news Saturday when fifthLund blocked punt on the Kent
year senior offensive lineman Eric
12-yard line and made seven
Curl returned to his center spot.
According to Blackney, the tackles.
"The play of Janssen Patton, a
return of Curl is a positive thing
but the Falcons are running out of true freshman stepping up, was
outstanding," Blackney said.
bodies to put in positions.
Defense improving
"The return of Eric Curl has
The Falcon defense is outdoing
really bolstered the offensive
line," Blackney said. 'Eric is a last year's performance five
games into the season.
spark plug kind,i guy, he's a cata"They [the defensel are probalyst in there.
bly the most consistent part of
"But we are running out of bodour football team." Blackney said.
ies. We are below the back"I believe that we had Kent'squarups...and we might have to start
terbacks on the ground 20 times.
making guys go both ways."
Junior receiver Kurt Gerling is Not 20 sacks, but they were
expected to return next Saturday • knocked to the ground 20 times,
against Miami or at the latest Oct. which means your applying good
pressure."
21, against Eastern Michigan.
The 18 sacks credited to the
I',iIInn POW
Freshman defensive back Falcons tops the 16 sacks netted
in all of 1999 and lead s the MAC.
Janssen Patton was named MidAmerican Conference Player of Senior nose tackle Brandon Hicks
the Week for his performance in is the conference leader in sacks
(6) and tack>es for loss (8).
the Falcons 18-11 win over Kent.
Junior
linebacker
Khary
Patton. who made his first
career start, intercepted three Campbell is 10th in the league in
passes and returned one 74 yards tackles with 46 and averages 9.2
for a touchdown. His two other per contest.
Senior defensive end DJ.
picks came at the BG five-yard
line and in endzone during the Durkin is rated second in the conference in forced fumbles (2). fifth
final minutes of the game.

Americans dominate games
STEUAFR0MPAGE8
But Vince Carter and company
looked good on the winners podium.
The women's soccer team's
glory from their World Cup/taking shirt off and running around
victory was bruised in a 3-2 overtime lossto Norway. I actually saw
the final goal and the U.S. goal

%

Zeus, God of the Sky, was
known as a very pernicious
God who seduced not only
numerous mortal mistresses,
but also was a lover of hoys.
Ganymede, most beautiful of
mortals, prince of the Trojan
royal house is one hoy that
Zeus fell in love with. Zeus's

keeper just misread her defense
of (he shot and I felt upset after
seeing the dispair and the "we
almost won" look on the faces of
the American women.
Despite the wins and the losses,
the U.S. Olympic teams gave
everyone in this country something to cheer for.
Whether it was a sport you like

or don't like, we all bleed red.
white and blue and even in
Australia, the brilliancy of the
United States victories captured
our hearts and our respect.
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UAO Movie of the Week
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Pete Stella can be reached at
pstella@bgriet.bgsu.edu
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in sacks (4) and 10th in pass
defense.
"Sharpie" passes away
Retired equipment manager
Glen Sharp passed away Sunday.
He served as the BG equipment
manager for 24 years, from 195781. and was inducted into the BG
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1982.
In 1989, the Athletic Equipment
Managers Association (AEMA)
established an award in Sharp's
honor. He was instrumental in
forming the AEMA and served as
president for two terms.
Sharp
earned
numerous
awards including Honorary
Alumnus
Award,
Honorary
Letterman Award and a Special
Recognition Award and the Hollis
A. Moore Service Award.
He is survived by his wife.
Helen, and sons Jim and Joe.
"Sunday was a very, very sad
day for Bowling Green State
University and the athletic
department," Blackney said. "But
also for me personally because
Sharpie was a very, very close
friend of mine and was a father
figure to me. He had tremendous
loyalty to this University."
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acts since adultery is a great
threat to inheritance of rank
and property.
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GLADIATOR
111 Olscamp
9:15 P.M. Wednesday
Co-Sponsored By:
Earn and team
for $23,000
Visit with a UPS
Representative
before or after the
show.
419-091-6020
www.ups Jobs.com

Get involved with
Nightlife programming. Visit 210
South Hall or Call
372-2466 for
details!
www.geocities.com/r3GUA0

+*
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Classified Ads • 372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage
discrimination against any individual or group on the basis of race. sex. color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any
other legally protected status.

NEWS

The BG News reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as
those found to be defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing and approval.

Campus Events

Services Offered

Personals

EDUCATION ABROAD FAIR
Thursday. October 5, 2000
11:00am-3:00pm
Saddlemire Student
Services Forum

Immigration Consulting Service, experienced professional service, reasonable rates. 354-8192 or icsOdacor.net.

INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS NEEOED. MUST BE USA
CERTIFIED. CONTACT IM OFFICE
AT 2-2464

Personals

KA KA KA KA KA
Kappa Delta open house
Tues. 8-8:45pm
Any T* call 2-2871
KA KA KA KA KA

Travel

• 111 Early Specials' Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals. Parties! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

1 month unlimited tanning, $25
2 month unlimited tanning, $40
352-7889.
A0 A* A* A* A* A*
Congratulations to Heather Pitchford
on your pearling to Joe Lyons.
Love, your littles Lisa and Kami
A* A* A* A* A* A*

• 111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air. Hotel.
Free Meals. Dnnks! Award Winning
Company1 Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

AHA AHA AHA \ZA
Chance brought us together,
Hearts made us friends.
Alpha Xi Delta open recruitment
Tues. Oct 3rd 9:00-9:45.
AHA AHA AHA AHA

GO DIRECT Internet-based company offering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages! Call 1-800-3671252 or www springbreakdirect.com.
SPHINli BREAK 2001
Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas. Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 free tnps.
Free meals...book by Nov. 2nd. Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com

1-800-426-7710
Spring Break reps needed to promote campus tnps Earn Stravel free
No cost. We train you. 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdirect com
SPRING-BREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
Sell trips, Earn cash, Go free!
Student Travel Services
America's 11 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Europe. Florida, 1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

Break your walls within ours.
Guilt from an abortion doesn't
have to be forever Share your
secret during a confidential
appointment with a trained
counselor who cares. 354-HOPE.
Build Self Esteem
Become more assertive
Reduce stress
Join the Women's Wellness Group
Forming'Now!
Meeting Thurs. beginning Oct 12
Call Carrie at the Wellness
Connection, 372-9355.
INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY
RACE DAY CHANGED TO FRIDAY, OCT 20. ENTRY DEADLINE
EXTENDED TO OCT. 11.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: W,
C FLAG FOOTBALL-OCT. 3; M
FLAG FOOTBALL-OCT. 4; ICE
HOCKEY-OCT. 5.

Help Wanted

Babysitter needed immediately, 2430 hours a week, 352-3848
Babysitter needed n BG tofM 3
mornings a week. 7:30am to
12:30pm Call 833-5132.
Babysitter needed in our home lor a
toddler 4 days a week. Please call
419-539-7065. Southwyck area.

Need CASH for the holidays?
HOLIDAY HIRING OPEN HOUSE!
October 23-26. 1:00-5:00pm
300 Saddlemire Building
For BGSU students seeking
off-campus employment.
Watch for details!
Sponsored by Career Services

Behavior Specialist-provide behavioral treatment to seriously emotionally disturbed children and adolescents in a crisis stabilization setting
Knowledge of behavioral principles
and interventions preferred. Expenence with children/adolescents important. One full-time position, mostly afternoon/evening hours (saliry
range: $18,500-24.000 plus an additional $500 for weekend work). One
part-time position-mid-night to 8am
shift, two days per week (salary
range: $8.69 to 9 62 per hour) Send
resume to CRC. PO Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Open Mic Nile
Wednesdays @ Brewster's
Sign-up start at 8:00, 353-6912
Music, comedy, stupid human tricks
Import SpecialGuiness. Sierra Nevada
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC
IK ' £K • ZK • IK
Join the sisters of
Sigma Kappa for open
recruitment on Monday &
Tuesday 8-8:45pm or 9-9:45pm
IK • IK • IK * IK

CALL CENTER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES
SEASONAL S7.50 +
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and
pan-time seasonal Service Representatives to input orders into our
seasonal processing system and respond to customer inquires regarding the status of their order Positions are also open for clericals and
mail order processors $.50 per hour
increase after customer service
training. Positions are open now
through February on day and evening shifts, during the week and on
weekends. Must have computer and
typing skills We offer attendance incentives, 40% employee discount,
flexible scheduling, and professional
supervision. Apply in person Mon •
Fri. 9am-7pm. & Sat., 10am-2pm,
Hickory Farms Corporate Office.
1505 Holland Rd.. Maumee. OH,
EOE.

Wanted
1 rmte. wanted in 2 bdrm. apt Own
room, new carpet, close to campus.
Call for more into, 354-4372. Jessi1 roommate, male or female, own
room, 2 bedroom house, near
Franklin Park Mall in Toledo. Call
Kevin (419) 475-9303.
Needed: 1 lemale subleaser ASAP
until May 17. Own room, spacious.
For information please call 3534179, ask tor Allison

CHILD CARE ADMINISTRATOR
and TEACHERS
Responsible for the supervision and
management of a before and/or after school program for school-age
children Must have education or
training in child development/early
childhood education. Experience in
supervising school-age children preferred. Need valid driver's license
and reliable transportation Part-time
position with competitive wages.
Come to the East Toledo Family
Center. 1020 Varland Ave. to fill out
an application or call Scott Michaelis
at 419-691 -1429 extension 149 or
Lisa Black, extension 152.

Subleaser needed tor a 2 bdrm. apt.
Allows pets. Dishwasher, AC. Call
Jessica 354-6531 after 5pm

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

Help Wanted

Activities Assistant
Grand Rapids Care Center is seeking an energe'ic & creative individual to coordinate weekend & evening
activities for our residents. PT position available. Contact Jodi Gore at
832-5195 or fax 832-7020.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
sludents work here Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours ol 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC., 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Aerobics Instructors
The St. James Club and Aquarius
Athletic Club has openings for
experienced Aerobic Instructors.
Great benefits and pay. Call
1-419-841-5597 (Rick).

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs " Student Groups
Earn $1.000-52,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
wwff.campushjRdraiser.corri
General Office Assistant for the
off-campus program. Duties Include: answering phones; processing and formulating reports;
setting up record and notebooks
and files; and photocopying. Must
be proficient In Word and Excel.
Looking for an Individual who is a
self-starter, motivated, and possesses excellent organizational
and communication skills. Must
be available Friday afternoons.
$5.90 per hour, 10 hours/week.
Resume and two letters of recommendation required for Interview.
Call Mary Hennings, 372-8181 for
appointment. Application deadline October 6. 2000.
Lawn maintenance positions avail.
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Need extra money? Still In
school? Have we got the job for
you. $7.50 to start, $7.72 after 30
days. Two shifts to choose from;
6:30am-11:30am or noon to 5pm 4
or 5 days per week. We can even be
more flexible to accommodate your
schedules. 10 minutes from Bowling
Green near Weston Apply in person
at 20584 Long Judson Rd Call 8321641 for directions.
Part or full-time sorters or cleaners
$7.50 hr. Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
SL
SOWK, Psych, and Gero majors.
Looking for a job to enhance your
resume9 BG Manor has an act
asst position open Hrs. ind. M, W,
F 9:30-5:00, and every other Saturday Please call w/?'s or if interested 352-4694 Ask for Angela or
stop in to fill out app 1021 W Poe
Rd- EOE

communication, its our goal.
help us achieve it hy letting us know what
you think.
www.bgnews.com

Telemarketing, now hiring, full/parttime, guaranteed hourly rate, average earnings $8 an hour. 2 blocks
from campus, call Christie at 3538705
Telephone interviewing. No sales.
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere. |n Perrysburg. Up to $7.00
hour depending on skills 874-9541

For Sale

1993 Eagle Talon TSI. AWD, turbo.
$5900 352-0962.
1997 Suzuki Maurader. new Harley
sounding exhaust. 1900 miles, very
clean. Musi sell $5000 firm Call
352-1294. ask tor Chad.
4 Pearl Jam tickets for Oct 7 «3 the
Palace of Auburn Hills Call 419308-3038.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 199%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ex14558
HP Pavilion 15" monitor. Built in mic.
2 yrs. old. Polk-audio spkrs $125
419-824-0882 Leave message
MAN'S GOLD RING
Caret, 5 round diamonds. $125.
Call 353-3360

For Rent

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
313 N Main St Apt m-unfurn. efficiency, all utilities furnished (except
phone or cable)
Rent #310 00
month
505 Clough St Apt B 22-2 BR unfum apt. $540.00/mo Tenants pay
gas and electric
849 Napoleon Rd Apt ■28-unfurn
2 BR api $425OO/mo. Tenants pay
gas and electric.
NO PETS' DEPOSITS EQUAL TO
ONE MONTHS RENT
Call John Newtove Real Estate 354-

2260.
WANTED ASAP: 1 subleaser tor
apartment in Hillsdale. Own spacious room!' Just $190 a month, utilities extra. Lease through Aug.
2001. Please call 352-6142. ask for
Brandi

IffldQl TIG an internship with one
of the most exciting companies in

$

•MONDAY.

^
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-

SirlOin Steak
.WEDNESDAY.
cc>ih«i Ang-s I* stufted Pork Chop

the world. Where friendships grow.
Opportunities are made. Futures begin.

-TUESDAY.

.T„0„SDAY.

Swiss Steak

^kecl Chicken

did you know....

19% of
Blockbuster
video's revenue
comes from
overdue fees.

One experience - a thousand reasons why.
The Walt Disney World College Program.
Get ready to Dream It Up!
1628 EAST WOOSTER-BOWLING GMEN-3S4

Attend the presentation for
more info and to interview.

203 N.Mom

[DATE:

10/10/00

TIME: 6:00pm
LOCATION: 113 Olscamp Hall
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COLLEGE PROGRAM
wdwcollegeprogram.com
tor • 0'aviif C't•'(*»« tivm 0»t

352-5166

efK>GS£"em2""'\
7" 1 Hem pizza or calzone
5 Reg. Breadsticks
Small Sub
10 Wings
6 Mozzarella Cheese

Slicks

I • 6 Chicken Rogers

GW^fs^World

,.,-....
$4.50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. '/lunch fri. 'Sot. »Sun.

FOR

$5.50 i
OR

3/$8

FREE DELIVERY J

352-5166

[And you will too,
wHhNTNInteroxtive Sports
ft Trivia Gams.]
Now Playing

^Kalcfmcm
203 N. MAIN
Not Valid With Any Other Offer • Expires 12/31/00 g
CfMxmnotnwa-juMaM1
Oral PIZZA • SUBS • SAL «OS • CAL70NES
neo. srufFEo » CHEESY BUDSTX
POTATO SKINS * CHEESE CAKE

STEAKHOUSE

Same greal place, /
.Win even IX'iin

B (I S U
Homecoming
20011 Parade
Call 372-2486
It you can help

